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Abstract—Rogue Access Points (RAPs) cause serious security threats to wireless networks. To detect RAPs, we propose a novel user-oriented framework based on security condition. AP’s security condition which includes cipher and authentication type has been specified by the vendors. So it is difficult to be faked when authentication type is specified as IEEE 802.1X by the vendors. Authorized APs’ SSID and security level have stored in database, and by comparing this information we can determine whether an AP is a rogue one or not. Furthermore, we provide users with optional secure channel. The experimental results show that the proposed framework can work efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the development of mobile technologies, the demand for communication over Wireless LANs System (WLANs) has increased. More and more users start to use wireless devices to access the Internet. However, the popularity of wireless communication also provides new opportunities to attackers. Wireless transmission employs microwave to spread data over the air. So within the range of Access Point (AP), all wireless devices can receive the wireless signal. As the signal can’t be directed to a specific receiver, it will be easy for cyber criminals to monitor network traffic, disrupt data flows and infiltrate networks. These risks make wireless security to be more important.

The most challenging security issues that should be considered are Rogue Access Points (RAPs). A RAP is typically referred to as an unauthorized device which connects to the corporate network in many literatures. In this paper we view RAPs as improperly configured, unauthorized, phishing and compromised APs, which were detailed described in [1]. A RAP can be detected on both the operator and user sides. Administrator-oriented solutions need central server, while user-oriented solutions only can be used in some areas with fixed users, such as companies, universities. Users who want to access to WiFi hotspots at airports or another public places can’t be protected well against RAP. So user-oriented solutions are proposed to solve that problem.

User-oriented technique allows the user to independently determine whether an AP is a RAP or not without assistance from the WLAN operator. It can be implemented on wireless devices, such as laptops, mobiles and pads. So far, researches on it mainly detect two WiFi-hop, to identify RAPs. We propose a novel user-oriented framework for not only detection but also prevention. The proposed framework captures beacon messages to get some necessary information. If new AP’s information is different with that in database, it can be a potential RAP. Furthermore, if new AP’s security level is lower, the user can choose to use security channel. This proposed framework can avoid users connecting with RAP.

II. RELATED WORK

As discussed above, there are a variety of solutions existed for detecting Rogue Access Points, which can be classified into administrator-oriented and user-oriented. Administrator-oriented solutions need central server, while user-oriented solutions only work on the client side.

A. Administrator-oriented Solution

Administrator-oriented solution works on both wireless and wired side. It allows the Administrator to dynamically select detection algorithms and thus to maintain a detection baseline which can be readily extended when certain events occur.

1) Wireless-side Detection

The main wireless-side solution is to deploy sniffers throughout the network to gather information which can help detect RAPs. Nowadays, many wireless sniffers can be available, such as AirDefence [2], AirMagnet [3] and Airwave [4]. They use a combination of radio frequency sensors to scan the spectrum at 2.4 and 5GHz for unauthorized traffic.
Information gathered by sniffers is identifying characteristics including MAC addresses, vendor name, and SSID. Although they are widely used in many enterprises, it is expensive. The latest release, AirDefense 7.2 has a starting price of US $7, 995.

To improve the expensive deployment of sensors, [5] provided a solution by using inexpensive radio devices (such as USB wireless adapters). Furthermore, [6] and [7] proposed an agent based intrusion detection and response system for RAPs. In this system each agent is equipped with network cards to act as a sniffer, and return an information packet of new APs to the server. The server compares it to information of authorized APs which have been stored by hands to determine if it is a rogue AP. But the intrusion detection capabilities are stymied by MAC address spoofing.

[8] have shown that the clock skew of a device remains consistent over time but vary significantly across devices. So [9] explored the use of clock skew of a WLAN access point (AP) as a fingerprint to identify RAPs. They calculate every AP’s clock skews by collecting their beacons and probe messages. If any AP’s clock skew is different from existing clock skews in the database, the AP is then identified as a rogue AP. Although it is effective for detecting RAPs inserted by malicious outsiders, but can’t be applied to detecting RAPs inserted by malicious insiders due to periodic clock synchronization among the nodes.

2) Wired-side Detection

All successful wireless traffic finally arrives at wired backbone. So centralized network administrator can manages and monitors WLAN at wired-side. The most common solution used in wired-side detection is using wireless traffic characteristics to distinguish wireless nodes. [10] present a RAP detection approach by analyzing traffic characteristics at the edge of a network. The link layer for wireless networks is not as reliable as Ethernet links due to variations in channel conditions. This causes a variation in wireless link capacity and introduces random delays.

[11] used spectral analysis to identify wireless traffic. The 802.11 PHY has multiple data transfer rate and each rate corresponds to a different PHY modulation scheme. It is the responsibility of the rate switching algorithm which have been specified by the vendor to select the proper rate (modulation scheme) per packet. As the rate changes during the frame transmission, noticeable and unique jumps in the Inter-packet Arrival Time(IAT) occur. We can artificially produce these variations and use them as a signature that’s unique to wireless traffic.

[12] proposed a passive online RAP detection by examining the arrival time of consecutive ACK pairs in TCP traffics. They built a classifier based on a sequential hypothesis test and exploit fundamental properties of the 802.11 CSMA/CA MAC protocol and the half-duplex nature of wireless channels for automated online detection of RAPs. However, the use of ACK pairs limits this technique to TCP traffic.

[13] used the client-side bottleneck bandwidth as a distinguishing feature between wired and wireless hosts. The bottleneck bandwidth is computed using the packet-pair technique and the results are stabilized using the sliding window technique.

B. User(Mobile)-oriented Solution

Some authors in different research papers [14-16] utilizes round trip time of TCP traffic to detect rogue APs. If the node is connected through the RAP, it will take two wireless hops to reach the local DNS server, instead of one. The added delay will be visible in the round-trip time.

[17] exploit the communication structure and property of evil twin attacks. In the evil twin AP scenario, the victim client communicates with a remote server through an evil twin AP and a normal AP. Obviously, compared with the normal AP scenario, the evil twin AP scenario has one more wireless hop. This can be seen by using the Inter-packet Arrival Time(IAT).

[18] proposed a solution which was different from previous work, it does not depend on timings to detect a multi-hop setting in Evil Twin attack. In this solution, the user sends a watermarked packet to the echo server, and then listens to different channels. If an evil twin attack is being launched, the watermark will necessarily appear on the wireless link between the evil twin and the legitimate APs.

[19] utilizes PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) header of IEEE 802.11 frames to differentiate an attacker station from a genuine station. The modulation types and data rates in PLCP header depend on rate adaption algorithm used in the drivers of the wireless adaptors or access point and environments. Therefore, it is much harder to forge. However, because of limited data rates and modulation types in 802.11, it is possible that the data rate of attack station is the same with the data rate of the real station.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this paper we propose a novel user-side solution, which based on security level to detect and prevent client against rogue AP. The authorized APs’ SSID and security level have been inserted into database by hand.

The goals of the proposed framework as follows:

- Detect potential rogue AP from client side when access to WiFi hotspots.
- Notify users when security threats are detected.
- Support users with optional security association between mobile terminal and secure gateway to prevent against security threats.

A. Basic Concept

Our framework can detect potential RAP and provide users with protection. We get AP’s information by analyzing beacon messages. And then compare these information with database to determine whether the AP is rogue one or not. If it is a rogue one, we will inform the user and support optional security channel.
B. Architecture of Framework

The proposed framework composes of User Terminal, Secure Gateway. The user terminal is equipped with some components which includes connection monitoring module (CMM), security check module (SCM), database (DB), threat alarm module (TAM), and security association module (SAM). Figure 1 shows the architecture of proposed framework.

![Architecture of proposed framework](image)

Function of each components:

- **CMM**: Sniff and capture beacon messages to get SSID, cipher and authentication type from them.
- **DB**: Database saves the authorized APs’ SSID and security level information of previous connection. The security levels are defined in the Table1 and Table2.
- **SCM**: Compare the cipher and authentication type determined by CMM with DB. If the security level of this connection is lower than that with same SSID stored in DB, SCM will go to TAM.
- **TAM**: Inform the threats to the user.
- **SAM**: Associate secure channel with secure gateway (e.g. VPN server).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Cipher type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>CCMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>TKIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>WEP-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>WEP-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>No Cipher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I. The Level of Cipher**

Cipher types are based on IEEE Std 802.11i-2004 [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Authentication type</th>
<th>Key management type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>IEEE 802.1X</td>
<td>RSNA key management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>PSK</td>
<td>RSNA key management using PSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>No authentication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II. The Level of Authentication and Key Management**

Authentication and key management types are based on IEEE Std 802.11i-2004 [20]

C. Operation of Framework

In the proposed framework when a user wants to connect with an AP, CMM will get the SSID, cipher and authentication type of that AP. And then compares {SSID, cipher type, authentication type} with DB. If it isn’t included in DB or not completely compared, it maybe a rogue AP. So the TAM will inform the user and ask whether he/she wants to connect with the secure GW or not. If the answer is OK he/she will associates secure channel with secure GW after this connection. And by answering NO, this connection will be prohibited.

However, in case, {SSID, cipher type, authentication type} is the same with the information in DB, SCM will check the security level defined in Table 1 and Table 2. If security level of this connection is low, TAM will inform the user. And then the user can choose to associates secure channel with secure GW after this connection or access to this AP directly. But if security level is high, this connection can be allowed. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the proposed framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

For experiment, we set up two RAPs of SSUWLAN in our university and captured beacon messages from these APs. The beacon frame format is illustrated in Figure 3 which includes SSID and RSN of an AP [21]. The RSN information element contains authentication, pairwise cipher suite selectors, and a single group cipher suite selector. These sub-fields of RSN show the AP’s cipher type, authentication and key management type.

Figure 3. Beacon frame and RSN information [21]

In this experiment, the SSUWLAN AP’s SSID, cipher type, authentication type have been stored in database. From captured beacon frame in Figure 4 we can see that this AP’s SSID, cipher type and authentication type is {SSUWLAN, CCMP, WPA}. It is a legitimate one and its security level is high, so users can connect it directly. However, beacon frame in Figure 5 has the same SSID with legitimate AP and no RSN information. It is an open rogue AP. In other case, Figure 6 shows another rogue AP whose authentication type is PSK different with legitimate one. For these cases, our framework will ask the user if he/she wants to associate secure channel with secure GW after this connection.

Figure 4. Beacon frame of legitimate AP

Figure 5. Beacon frame of rogue AP case 1

Figure 6. Beacon frame of rogue AP case 2

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a novel RAP detection framework. It can protect user against evil twin attacks as well as SSID fake attacks. It is a user-oriented solution. So it can be used not only in companies, but also in public areas. The proposed framework performs by capturing beacon messages, getting {SSID, cipher type, authentication type} information, and comparing information with database. Our experiment showed that the proposed framework can work efficiently to protect users against RAPs.
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